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NUGEN AUDIO UNVEILS NETFLIX-FOCUSED
UPDATE TO VISLM AT IBC 2019

Company Also Rolls Out New Navigable Alert Solution

AMSTERDAM, SEPTEMBER 13, 2019 – NUGEN Audio is pleased to present the newest updates to
its VisLM loudness metering software at IBC 2019 (Pod F.P37). Long considered the industry
standard for loudness metering, VisLM now offers a new maximum loudness range (LRA 18) for its
Netflix preset that will benefit forward-thinking productions supplying content to the SVOD platform.
The company is also rolling out navigable/visual alerts that further simplify operation.

VisLM offers a uniquely comprehensive user interface design that is focused on the world’s standard
loudness parameters, such as the newly implemented LRA 18 for Netflix productions. Using this
solution, editors can have access to detailed historical information that enables them to hit the target
every time.

Additional loudness logging and time-code functions allow for analysis and proof of compliance, while
the updates to the alerts allow users to quickly and easily navigate through an audio clip to find any
loudness errors that might be present.

“We take pride in providing our customers with solutions that make their projects and workflows more
efficient, especially across growing platforms such as Netflix,” says Paul Tapper, CEO, NUGEN
Audio. “We find that tailoring our products to the specific needs of audio professionals enables them
to accomplish their full creative vision in a time and results oriented manner. We look forward to
demonstrating these products at IBC and speaking with our European userbase to find out more
about the ways in which our software helps them achieve their goals.”

About NUGEN Audio
NUGEN Audio provides the broadcast and post-production industry’s most advanced solutions for
surround upmixing and end-to-end loudness management, metering, and correction from content
acquisition through to playout. Reflecting the real-world production experience of the NUGEN Audio
design team, the company’s products make it easier to deliver high-quality, compliant audio while
saving time, reducing costs, and preserving the creative process. NUGEN Audio’s tools for audio
analysis, loudness metering, mixing/mastering, and tracking are used by the world’s top names in
broadcast, post-production, and music production. For more information, visit nugenaudio.com.

All trademarks appearing herein are the property of their respective owners.

Follow NUGEN Audio:

https://www.facebook.com/nugenaudio
https://twitter.com/NUGENAudio
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